Internship with Qendra Multimedia

Qendra Multimedia is a production company, focused in contemporary theater and dramaturgy. Qendra Multimedia produces and co-produces cultural activities, locally and internationally. It cooperates with cultural institutions, universities, theaters, theater schools etc. The exchange with international partners is a key element for the work of Qendra Multimedia. The main activities we do every year are: 2 theater performances (one local and one in collaboration with an international theater institution), book publications, residency "Prishtina has no river", the international Literature festival "polip", German movie week.

The tasks of the intern would be:

- Assist in the procedure of the rehearsals (make pictures, and help me in the production and PR)
- Translate emails from German to English and vice versa and discuss them with the director before replying
- Accompany the team (actors, production assistant and stage technician) on field when we show the performances in different cities in Kosovo and in the region
- Help me and the stage technician in setting up the scenography for the performances when we show it in the theater
- Help me and the director on preparing for the literary festival polip

According to the guidelines for interns the travel and the accommodation will be covered by the intern, but the Company will help on finding the apartment and setting up. As for the compensation, Qendra Multimedia has no budget for interns.

For more information, please contact BAYHOST.

praktika@bayhost.de
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